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STAMPSETS: Ever After 
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CARD STOCK: Rich Razzleberry, Glossy White 
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DESIGNER PAPER: Patterns Rich Razzleberry 
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INKS: Rich Razzleberry Classic, Whisper White Craft 
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OTHER: Clear & White Embossing Powder, Versamarker 
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EMBELLISHMENTS: Whisper White Organza Ribbon 24", 8 Pearls 
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TOOLS: Eyelet Border Punch, Scallop Square Punch, 1" Square Punch, Heat Gun, Piercing 
Mat & Tool 
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ADHESIVES:  Snail, Stampin' Dimensionals, Pop Up Glue Dot 
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TECHNIQUE:  Embossing on Glossy Cardstock with Classic Ink 

  

 

DIRECTIONS: 

 Cut Rich Razzleberry card stock that measures 10" by 7".  

Score at 5" to form a 5" by 7" card. 

 Cut a Glossy Card Stock in the following measurements: 3-

1/2" by 2-3/4", 4-3/4" by 4", and 3-1/2" by 2-1/2". 

 Cut a piece of polka dot paper from the Rich Razzleberry 

patterns collection that measures 3-5/8" by 4-3/8". 

 Cut a piece of Rich Razzleberry Cardstock that measures  1-

3/4" by 3-1/4". 

 Using snail adhesive adhere the polka dot paper to the 

largest glossy white mat and set aside 

 Make sure your Razzleberry ink pad is well inked for this next step.  Stamp the heart image from the Ever after 

stamp set on the Medium sized Glossy White mat.  Immediately emboss with Clear Embossing Powder and heat 

set.  Flat tape this to the center of the previous piece that you set aside.  Set aside again. 

 Take your smallest Glossy white mat and punch one long side with the Eyelet Border Punch.  Set aside. 

 Take your smallest piece of Rich Razzleberry and stamp the flowers on it using Whisper White Craft Ink and 

emboss with Clear Embossing Powder and Heat set.  Next color in the flowers with the Versamarker pen and 

then emboss them with White Embossing powder. 

 Flat tape this piece to the Glossy White piece with the Eyelet Border on the right hand side as shown.  Center 

the piece from top to bottom.  Set aside 

 Take a 14" piece of ribbon and wrap it around the card front taping it down in the front center of the card so 

that the edges of the ribbon meet.  Make sure the ribbon is about 1-1/2" from the bottom of the card. 

 Now take the flower piece and flat tape it to the right hand side of the center card front with Snail.   



 Next place Stampin' Dimensionals on the back of the other matted heart piece and center on the left hand side 

of the card, centering from top to bottom.    Make sure the right edge of this piece is overlapping the flower 

piece slightly as shown. 

 On a scrap of White Glossy cardstock stamp the L-love image with the Rich Razzleberry Classic ink.  Immediately 

emboss this with Clear Embossing Powder.  Center the image in the 1" square punch and punch it out. 

 Punch out a piece of Rich Razzleberry with the Scallop Square punch and flat tape the L-love image on the center 

of it 

 Using a piercing tool and mat punch holes in the center of each scallop all around the edge of this piece.   Mount 

this to the card front using Stampin' Dimensionals.  It should be overlapping the flower piece and be about 1" 

from the bottom edge of the card front. 

 Adhere 8 pearls to the card front as shown. 

 With the remaining Organza ribbon tie a bow and adhere to the left edge of the Heart piece using a Pop Up Glue 

Dot.  The knot of the ribbon should be in line with the ribbon on the card front as shown. 

 

 

 

This project was designed by Cindy Grantham.  The template and instructions cannot be sold or given away without my 

permission.  Please refer interested parties to: 

Email: cindy@cindyloustampingguru.com 

Blog: www.cindyloustampingguru.com 

Phone: (902) 864-0825 

 

 

       

 

 


